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Recommended iPad for 
Education Apps

A SELECTION OF THE BEST CROSS-CURRICULAR APPS FOR BOTH PRIMARY 
AND SECONDARY SCHOOLS COLLATED BY OUR IN-HOUSE TEAM OF APPLE 

EDUCATION TRAINERS AND TEACHERS.
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Creativity

Clips - FREE GarageBand - FREE iMovie - FREE
Simple and effective video 
recording with dictated text 

titles.

Record and compose music 
with real and digital 

instruments.

Adobe Spark Video - FREE
Create visually stunning 

video based stories.

iMotion HD - FREE
Capture amazing time 
lapse and stop frame 

footage.

Green Screen by Do Ink £1.49 via VPP
Simply film infant of a Green backdrop 

and your own background images.

Simple yet powerful movie 
creator. Includes stunning 

trailers!

BookCreator - £2.49 via VPP
Create and share digital 
books with embedded 
video, images and text.
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Demonstration & 
Explanation

Explain Everything - 
£4.99 via VPP

A powerful interactive 
whiteboard in your hands.

Keynote - FREE

Create amazing presentations 
using professional templates.

Pages - FREE

Word processing and desktop 
publishing on your iPad.

Puppet Pals HD - FREE Shadow Puppet - FREE Pic Collage - FREE

Tellagami - FREE  Haiku Deck - FREE Google Slides - FREE

Create puppet style shows with 
images, backgrounds and your 

own voiceover.

Create an animated slideshow 
of images with voiceover and 

effects.

Collate multiple images into 
collages and add text and 

stickers. 

Create and share animated 
videos quickly with your own 

avatar.

Create presentations using a 
wide range of templates and 

freely available images.

Create and share presentations - 
perfect for Google Apps for 

Education users.
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Teaching & Learning

Decide Now - FREE
Create spinning wheels with 

customised labels - an 
alternative to lollipop sticks.

Classroom - FREE
Your digital teaching assistant. 
Keep pupils on task, lock and 

launch them into apps.

Class Dojo - FREE Qrafter - FREE Quizlet - FREE

Thing Link - FREE  Notability - £4.99 via VPP Nearpod - FREE

Behaviour management and 
reward system with a great set 

of customisable avatars.

Create and scan QR codes in the 
classroom.

Create flash card based quizzes 
and game activities. 

Create interactive images with 
embedded video content.

Create notes with images, 
videos and sketches.

Create interactive presentations 
and learning activities. 

Too Noisy - FREE
A engaging classroom noise 

monitor with a built in reward 
system.
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Computing & 
Programming

Swift Playgrounds - FREE

LEGO Fix the Factory - FREE

Kodable - FREE
Learn to code using Apple’s own 

language; Swift.

Solve puzzles and develop 
coding skills with this 

engaging LEGO® based app.

Scratch Jnr - FREE
The popular block based 
programming platform 

comes to iPad.

Hopscotch - FREE
Learn to code by creating 

games and activities.

CargoBot - FREE
Puzzle based game that 
helps pupils learn coding 

concepts.

Great for younger pupils to 
get their first experience of 

programming.

A.L.E.X - FREE
Create and share digital 
books with embedded 
video, images and text. 6
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Padlet - FREE Google Docs - FREE
A digital canvas where pupils 
can add their own ideas and 

images.

Popplet - FREE
Create and share mind 

maps incorporating 
images.

A must have for the school 
that uses G Suite for 

Education. Collaborative 
work processing.

Google Slides - FREE

Collaboration

A must have for the school 
that uses G Suite for 

Education. Collaborative 
presentations.
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Assessment for 
Learning

Plickers

Use your iPad to scan pupil’s 
Plickers cards and get instant 
feedback! Check the pluckers 

website to download the 
students cards.

Socrative - FREE

Create and deliver class 
quizzes and AFL activities, 

including the fantastic 
team Space Race!

Nearpod - FREE

Create interactive 
presentations and learning 
activities with embedded 

quizzes and polls.
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iTunes U - FREE Showbie - FREE
Enables teachers to create and 

share resources and 
assignments within structured 
courses. Pupils can also submit 
their completed work via the 

app.

Google Classroom - FREE
A must have for the school that 

uses G Suite for Education. 
Seamless workflow for content 

and feedback.

A fantastic app for managing 
the workflow of content from 

teacher, to pupil and back again. 
Showbie also includes great 
tools for feedback, including 
PDF annotation and voice 

notes.

See Saw - FREE
A student focussed digital 

portfolio with optional 
access for parents.

Workflow
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